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Designed for health care professionals in multiple disciplines and clinical settings, this

comprehensive, evidence-based wound care text provides basic and advanced information on

wound healing and therapies and emphasizes clinical decision-making. The text integrates the

latest scientific findings with principles of good wound care and provides a complete set of current,

evidence-based practices.This edition features a full color design with color images, a new chapter

on burn management, and a new chapter on hyperbaric oxygen therapy.Â Technological advances

covered include ultrasound for wound debridement, laser treatments, and a single-patient-use

disposable device for delivering pulsed radio frequency.
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Issues

This book has "online resources" that include answers to the questions in the chapters, but these

are only accessible to INSTRUCTORS. This, to me, is a tremendous failing of the text. Some

learners, such as myself, study best with case studies, test questions and answsers. You will not

have access to these things unless you are an instructor at an institution.This should be explained

more clearly from the publisher.

Very helpful book, arrived in new condition as a rental book from . Unless you already work in



wound care, the amount of pictures on wounds might be hard to stomach. But it definitely helps me

in gaining clinical knowledge and get me where i need to go.

Definitely recommend this book!

I received this book in great condition, exactly like the description said I would!

Super

Great appendix on wounds. Articles written with great depth. Essential book for all health

professionals who seek information about wounds.

I needed a book that would give me more information than I could get during doctor visits or from a

pharmacy. The pictures are a bit graphic but if you are determined to understand what is going on

with a wound, this is the book for you. It will help you be better at taking care of yourself and at

being a care-giver for others.

Fabulous guide, concise, up to date information which is very easy to read. I highly recommended it

for all clinicians.
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